Expert Structural Assessors needed

Are you ready to contribute your expertise to administer structural CPEng assessments?
The Registration Authority for Chartered Professional Engineers is now calling for
applications for Expert Structural Assessors.
Expert Structural Assessors will support the Registration Authority to manage structural CPEng candidates,
ensuring that applicants have the appropriate level of technical expertise to practice as a structural CPEng.
Expert Structural Assessors will also enable faster processing of applications for continued registration as
a structural CPEng.
We're appointing structural assessors to two panels:
»
»

the structural triage panel, which identifies whether low-risk CPEng reassessment candidates proceed
to registration or be subject to a more detailed review of technical competence
a new structural specialist panel to review applications where specific risks have been identified.

Each panel has two types of assessors:
»
»

Lead Assessors – for specific services assessing applications and making recommendations
to the Competence Assessment Board
Practice Area Assessors – to provide an expert technical review of an application, such as whether
the candidate has: a work history that aligns with their practice area; met Core Skills requirements;
and met Practice Area specific requirements.

If you’re ready to contribute your structural expertise please provide:
»
»
»

a paragraph on your suitability for appointment
your CV
contact details of two referees.

You can email these to Veronica Dessein, Deputy Registrar. All applications will be reviewed to confirm
suitability for appointment.
In your application you may indicate the panel you'd prefer to support but this isn't a requirement. If no
panel is specified then we'll assign successful applicants to the panel and roles best suited to their skills
and experience.
All Expert Structural Assessors will be remunerated at a contract rate of $120 per hour and work provided
subject to an Assessor’s availability.
If you have someone you'd like to nominate for us to consider as an Expert Structural Assessor, send their
details to registrar@engineeringnz.org and we'll follow up.
Applications close on Friday 19 August 2022.
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